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Osmotically driven shape-dependent colloidal separations
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The thermally induced motion of nanometer-sized surfactant micelles in water is used to create strong
attractive forces between micron-sized disks of wax in a mixed aqueous dispersion of microdisks and micro-
spheres. The short-ranged attractive force due to the depletion of micelles from between the microdisks is
much stronger than that between two microspheres of similar size, and is largest when the disks approach face
to face, so columns of microdisks form. These columns cream, whereas the spheres remain dispersed, provid-
ing a means for shape-dependent colloidal separations driven by an applied micellar osmotic pressure.
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Complex dispersions of colloidal particles having diffe
ent shapes and sizes in a suspending fluid are widely enc
tered in physical and biological contexts@1,2#; examples
range from blood@3–5# to liquid crystal dispersions@6#. Iso-
lating similarly shaped particles in a complex dispersion
an important problem. For years, biomedical research
have isolated viruses and proteins from the contents of
tured cells by adding polymers to selectively aggregate
then separate the desired component@7–10#. However, no
clear quantitative study of how shape selectivity arises fr
depletion attractions caused by the polymers has been m
A rich variety of entropically driven microphase transitio
has been found in two-component mixtures of microsco
rods and spheres having similar dimensions@11#. Three-
component mixtures of differently shaped and differen
sized colloids are likely to yield an even greater variety
structures.

Here, we show that micron-sized spheres and disks
complex dispersion can be separated by adding a third
ticulate component, nanospherical colloids, to control sha
selective aggregation. We study the aggregation of micr
sized disks and spheres of 1-eicosene wax in a dilute aqu
dispersion@12# induced by nanometer-sized spherical m
celles of sodium dodecylsulfate~SDS! surfactant@13#. By
controlling the micelle concentration, we create entro
short-ranged depletion attractions@14–18# that cause the
preferential aggregation of microdisks into columns, a
subsequently bundles, but leave the microspheres unag
gated. We show that the depletion attraction between
disks oriented face to face is much larger than the sph
disk @19# and sphere-sphere@14,16# attractions. By analogy
to fractionated crystallization@20#, the aggregated disks ca
be repeatedly separated from the unaggregated sphere
gravitational creaming, yielding a shape-specific colloid
purification method.

Microspheres in solution aggregate when much sma
nanospheres are introduced at a sufficiently high concen
tion to create a strong depletion attraction@14,16#. When two
microspheres approach closely, a volume that excludes
smaller spheres is formed, and the nonuniform effect
pressure of the smaller spheres over the surfaces of the la
spheres creates a net attractive force. This short-ranged
tropic depletion attraction depends on the concentration
smaller spheres and on the size ratio of large to sm
spheres. Fractionated crystallization exploits this size dep
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dence to split a dispersion of broadly polydisperse mic
spheres into several dispersions of uniformly sized mic
spheres by repeatedly aggregating and separating large
small microspheres using nanoscale surfactant micelles@20#.

We make the wax dispersion by heating and shear mix
liquid 1-eicosene into a highly concentrated aqueous solu
of SDS. In addition to forming micelles, the SDS coats t
surfaces of the liquid wax droplets and provides a scree
electrostatic repulsion that inhibits coalescence and irrev
ible aggregation. The suspension is diluted and cooled
room temperatureT523 °C below the 1-eicosene freezin
temperatureTf'26 °C @12#. After many weeks at an SDS
concentration ofC540 mM, we dilute 50ml of the aggre-
gated and creamed wax particles in 1 ml of distilled wat
Optical differential interference contrast microscopy of t
dilute solution reveals particles consisting of about 95
spheres having radiusas50.5mm and radial root-mean
square polydispersityPa'0.25, and 5% disks~short cylin-
ders! having average radiusad50.5mm ~similar polydisper-
sity! with an average aspect ratio of thickness to diamete
«50.2. The disks are optically birefringent, consistent w
the alignment of the 1-eicosene molecular axes along
disk’s symmetry axis.

We explore how the micelle concentration affects the p
ticle interactions by microscopically observing the susp
sion for particle volume fractions nearf'1023, 1 h after
settingC. For C below the critical micelle concentration o
SDS, C* 58 mM, we observe that neither the spheres n
the disks aggregate. However, forC.C* , we find that the
disks aggregate over a wide range ofC, whereas sphere
having similar radii remain dispersed. The aggregates
primarily long rodlike columns of many disks stacked face
face atC520 mM @Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!#. These columns are
not perfectly rigid, since entropic excitations lead to notic
able transverse displacements of the disks within the colu
relative to the column’s axis. At larger disk volume fraction
we observe that columns are attracted to each other and
bundles@Fig. 1~c!#. We also find that disks with very larg
radii may serve as baseplates for several disks of sma
radii, resulting in flat disordered stacks. ForC.30 mM, not
only do the disks aggregate, but the spheres aggregate
other spheres. The aggregation is reversible, since the ag
gates break up and the disks redisperse whenC is lowered
below C* . These observations of disk and sphere aggre
tion are summarized in Fig. 2~a!.
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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In order to understand the aggregation, we consider
energyUc due to the depletion of micelles between two d
ferently shaped particles at contact. This energy is the p
uct of the excluded volume of micelles between the partic
Ve , with the micellar osmotic pressurePm[CmN0kBT,
wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,N0 is Avagadro’s number,
Cm5(C2C* )/n is the micelle molar concentration, andn
'70 is the number of SDS molecules needed to form a
celle @13#. Below C* , the observed lack of aggregation
Fig. 2~a! is consistent with the absence of micelles. Abo
C* , Uc can be estimated using a simple geometrical de
mination ofVe .

For two spheres, depicted in Fig. 3~a!, the excluded vol-
ume can be approximated by a cylinder of radius (2asam)1/2

and length 2am . This yieldsVe54pam
2 as and

Uc
s524pam

2asPm , ~1!

where am'20 Å is the micelle radius. This result agre
with an exact calculation of the contact energy@16#. Using
as50.5mm, we plotuUc

su in Fig. 2~b!. The observed aggre
gation of spheres forC>30 mM establishesuUcu>4kBT as
an empirical aggregation criterion. The contact energy
tween a sphere and a disk face@19,21# is simply 2Uc

s .
For two identical disks with«!1, uUcu is maximal when

they approach face to face, shown in Fig. 3~b!. The excluded

FIG. 1. ~Color! Optical micrographs of~a! a rodlike columnar
aggregate of 1-eicosene colloidal disks and unaggregated sphe
an aqueous micellar SDS solution at an SDS concentrationC
520 mM, ~b! columnar aggregates and unaggregated spheres
dilute solution at a total volume fractionf'1023 and C
520 mM, ~c! columnar aggregates bundle at largerf'1022 ~ar-
rows!. Scale bars are 3mm.
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volume can be estimated by the product of the disk’s fac
area with the micelle diameter, yieldingVe5(pad

2)(2am)
and

Uc
d522pamad

2Pm . ~2!

This contact energy does not depend on« and is much stron-
ger than either the sphere-sphere or disk-sphere interac
uUcu for identical radiiad5as50.5mm at the sameC @Fig.
2~b!#. If the two interacting disks have different radii, thenad
in Eq. ~2! is the radius of the smaller disk. The criterion
uUcu>4kBT implies that disks will aggregate forC just
aboveC* .

Two disks may also approach side by side with an ed
overlap distance ofz, as shown in Fig. 3~c!. Here,Ve can be
estimated by a rectangular parallelepiped having lengthz,
width (2amad)1/2, and thickness 2am ; so the contact energy
is

Uc
r 5225/2zam

3/2ad
1/2Pm . ~3!

Since the maximum excluded volume will be attained at f
overlap (z52«ad), Uc

r is proportional to the aspect ratio
For coinlike disks with«50.2 andad50.5mm, Eq. ~3! is
much smaller than Eq.~2! at the sameC, as shown in Fig.
2~b!, implying that disks would prefer to aggregate face
face into columns. As the columns grow longer,z could be-
come large enough thatuUc

r u>4kBT, so columns could ag-
gregate side by side into bundles.

The stability of individual columnar stacks against the
mal transverse fluctuations can be explained by conside
the depletion energy between two disks when their axes
separated by a transverse displacement 2r . The transverse
contact potential energyU'is given by the product ofUc for

s in

a

FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Microscopic observations reveal aggregati
~solid symbols! or no aggregation~open symbols! of disks~squares!
or spheres~circles! as a function of SDS concentrationC. ~b! The
contact energyuUc(C)u for sphere-sphere, sphere-disk, disk-di
~side-side!, and disk-disk~face-face! depletion interactions~solid
lines from bottom to top! calculated using radiias5ad50.5mm
and a length to diameter aspect ratio«50.2. Aggregation occurs for
uUc(C)u.4kBT ~dashed line!; only disks aggregate for 10 mM
,C,20 mM.
2-2
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perfectly aligned disks with a dimensionless factor repres
ing the overlap area normalized by the disk’s facial ar
This results in a steep anharmonic potential well abour
50, which corresponds to a transverse restoring fo
f'(r )52@4Uc

d/(pad)#A12(r /ad)2, opposing any mis-
alignment of the disks’ axes. ForC525 mM andr /ad!1,
the restoring force is nearly independent ofr and is quite
strong, yieldingu f'u'1kBT/nanometer, so thermal excita
tions of identical micron-sized disks in a column shou
yield only nanometer-scale transverse displacements.
contrast, for two disks having different radii, the contact e
ergy is independent of the axial alignment until the sm
disk encounters a strong restoring force at the edge of a l
disk and is effectively reflected@19#. Many disks having dif-
ferent radii in a column will exhibit coupled diffusion with
reflective boundary conditions. Thus, the micron-scale va
tion in the disk radii leads to micron-scale transverse d
placements and floppy columns with slow modes of vib
tion, as we observe.

The large disk-disk attractive energy relative to the di
sphere and sphere-sphere energies suggests that a mixe
persion of similar-sized disks and spheres can be sepa
by raising the micelle concentration into the regime wh
disks aggregate but spheres do not. This is shown schem
cally in Fig. 4~a!. The optimalC maximizesuUc

du without
introducing significant disk-sphere aggregation, so we seC
'15 to 20 mM. The density difference between the wax a
the water leads to gravity-driven creaming of the large
lumnar aggregates, whereas the spheres remain dispers
the solution below, as shown in Fig. 4~b!. By skimming off

FIG. 3. ~Color! Schematic representations of the excluded v
umes~yellow! between~a! two spheres of radiusas ; ~b! two disks
of radiusad , oriented face-to-face; and~c! two disks oriented side
by side with an edge overlap distancez. The small purple sphere
represent micelles~not to scale!.
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the cream, redispersing it tof'1022 at C,C* and repeat-
ing the process several times to get rid of contaminat
spheres left in the cream, we obtain a purified dispersion
disks. Six separation steps are needed to obtain a rati
95% disks to only 5% spheres. These purified colloidal di
may serve as a model system for studying the phase beha
of discotic liquid crystals@6#.

The columnar discotic aggregates appear to have un
features. They differ greatly from the ‘‘house of cards’’@22#
and random@23# structures of gels of inorganic clay disk
that have negatively charged faces and positively char
rims. Although the columnar aggregates of disks resem
the stacked-coin structures of red blood cells~RBCs!, known
as rouleaux@3,4#, which form when polymers are added
blood, there are important differences between the two s
tems. Since normal RBCs have dimpled faces and, for
purpose of calculating face-face depletion interactions,
semble toroids, we would expect the largest excluded v
ume to resemble an annular disk, and the contact energ
the toroid, Uc

t , would be less than that for perfectly fla
disks,Uc

t 5225/2patam
3/2ac

1/2Pm , whereac is the radius of
the toroid’s circular cross section andat is the toroidal radius
given by the distance from its symmetry axis to the cente
the circular cross section. Thus, a significantly smaller c
centration of micelles is sufficient to induce the aggregat
of disks into columns as compared to similarly-sized RBC

-

FIG. 4. Shape-selective separation of colloidal disks fro
spheres.~a! The SDS concentration is raised above theC* , so that
SDS micelles~small dots! drive columnar aggregation of disks bu
not spheres. To the right is shown a schematic of the radial
distribution of the spheres~solid line! and disks~dashed line!. ~b!
The large columnar aggregates cream under gravity much fa
than the unaggregated spheres, thereby concentrating the dis
the cream.
2-3
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The second major difference lies in the entropically driv
vibrational modes of the columnar aggregates. The tra
verse fluctuations of RBCs in rouleaux would be mu
smaller in amplitude and of a higher frequency than the s
floppy modes of the column of polydisperse disks. Fina
branching or ‘‘T structures’’ would be much more promine
for RBCs than for disks because the depletion potential
the edge of a RBC interacting with the dimple of anoth
RBC in aT configuration is of the same order of magnitu
asUc

t . By contrast, for flat disks, the depletion potential f
the T configuration is much smaller thanUc

d . This approach
for RBCs may also serve as a basis for understanding sta
annular disk aggregates of tobacco mosaic virus protein@24#.

To quantify the degree of separation that one may exp
between colloids of a different shape but similar volum
we introduce a dimensionless shape-dependent separ
factor S. Consider the maximum excluded volumes for
possible orientations between unique pairs of colloids re
tive to the sphere-sphere excluded volume. We define
separation factor to be the ratio of the largest pair exclu
volume to the smallest pair excluded volume. For exam
for spheres and disks having identical volume, the larg
pair excluded volume isUc

d and the smallest isUc
d , so S

5(2«)1/3(ad /am). For S'1, there will be little shape speci
ficity in a single separation step and it must be repea
many times in order to achieve a significant purity. Howev
for S@1, it will be possible to efficiently separate at least o
n-
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pair of components in the mixture with relatively few step
as we have observed with disks and spheres.

The method of shape-selective colloidal separation
have demonstrated with spheres, disks, and micelles ma
applicable to a broad class of mixtures of isotropic and
isotropic particles. By exploiting the shape-depend
strength of the depletion attraction between large colloi
such as spheres, disks, facetted microcrystallites, and r
through the controlled concentration of a much smaller c
loid, such as micelles or polymers, preferential aggrega
of specific larger colloids may be induced. It would be inte
esting to examine the separation factors for biological c
loids such as cells, viruses, organelles, or proteins foun
dispersed tissue and to compare these with the efficienc
separations found experimentally.

The wax microdisks that we have purified through sha
selective separation have been trapped, aligned, and
optically using laser tweezers@25# and have also been use
to study rotational Brownian motion in viscoelastic liquid
@26#. Based on the work presented in this Rapid Commu
cation, we anticipate that one can lithographically engin
lock and key building blocks having different excluded vo
umes that self-assemble in a controlled sequence into a la
superstructure as the osmotic pressure is increased.

The author thanks D. Siano, M. Lacasse, S. Milner,
Deckman, S. Fraden, J. Huang, H. King, P. Chaikin, and
Bibette for many stimulating discussions.
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